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Alcohol cause of fighting, vandalism
By Cindy AMI
Assistant Copy Editor
What type of person do the following
statements depict?
-Probably participates in athletics,
is male and is 18 or 19 years old;
-Is ranked lower in both high school
decile rank and relevant rank, scores
lower on ACT tests and earns a lower
college grade point average;
-Is likely to be enrolled in the
colleges of Arts and Sciences and
Business Administration, is often a
fraternity member and works on
campus;
-Comes from a family where the

parents were separated or divorced,
has one or two older siblings and has a
yearly income either below 16,000 or
above $12,000.
THE CHARACTERISTICS describe a
person most likely to commit a
violation at the University, according to
the doctoral dissertation of Derek D.
Dickinson, director of Standards and
Procedures.
The dissertation, "An Analysis of
Students Involved In Major NonAcademic Disciplinary Proceedings At
BGSU," was completed in August and
involved a sampling of students who
graduated between 1972 and 197S.
Violations for fall, 1978, are the

highest they have been in four years,
Dickinson said.
STANDARDS AND Procedures fall
quarter reported 71 cases of violations
on campus: 28 disorderly conduct; 13
drug; 12 theft; five malicious
destruction of property; five fire
alarms, fireworks and smoke bombs;
three furnishing false information;
three visitation; one receiving stolen
goods and one harassing phone call.
The average number of cases each
quarter is 45, Dickinson said.
"The alcohol is the issue," Dickinson
said. "It is related to a lot of
meaningless destruction leading to

arrogant fighting, throwing things and
assaults.
"The beer is a problem when you
have minors involved, but the real
problem is the hard alcohol," he said.
ALCOHOL IS easy to get, Dickinson
said, explaining that "you can find
places downtown where you pay a
quarter for a shot of high-powered
alcohol."
Dickinson said the main problem
with alcohol is a person's actions under
its influence.
"It leads these kids to be involved in
other things they do not have any
control over and if something is
destroyed, you're talking about com-

mitting a possible felony or
misdemeanor."
There are few restrictions on alcohol,
according to Dickinson. Because of
group living conditions in the residence
halls, alcohol is more practical for
students. "You can't smell alcohol
through the door like you can pot.
'•KIDS THAT ARE smoking
marijuana are less apt to cause
destruction," Dickinson said.
"I've found in my dissertation that
kids smoking marijuana aren't
destroying or committing criminalacts; they're just being busted for
smoking pot."
Marijuana cases during spring

quarter usually revolve around
cultivation problems. "Students get the
green thumb, and they are watering
and growing plants on their windowsills," he said.
Dickinson also noted in his dissertation that students using pot have
higher grades, are not destroying or
vandalizing and smoke pot because
they enjoy it, "which is still against the
law," he added.
Drugs involve just about everybody
"from the lower to the upper echelon,"
Dickinson said.
Most felonious crimes including
robberies, assaults and weapons involve minorities, he said.

Newsphotosby Frank Breitnaupt

Women susceptible to car repair fraud
By Keith Jameson
Editorial Editor
Unwarranted car repairs are becoming a greater problem as more and more
persons own automobiles.
In one case, Kim E. Stanley, a University sophomore, traced her problem to
the first week of fall quarter when her car's exhaust system failed while she
was returning to school. She took the car to an area repair garage and asked
employees to realign the front end and contact her with an estimate for the
muffler.
When Stanley went to retrieve the car, she learned that the garage had sent
her car elsewhere for the realignment, a repair that two subsequent garages
said never was done. After a "hassle" with the garage manager, she paid the
$16 bill "just to get the car back," she said.
STANLEY IS NOT the only person who said she feels cheated. According to
Marsha P. Muske, superintendent of the complaints unit of the Ohio attorney
general's consumer frauds and crime department, 558 persons called her office
with complaints about car repair garages in October. That is about one-half the
total number of complaints the office received that month.

Muske said the complaints unit receives only about 10 percent of Ohio consumer complaints.
That means that about 5,600 Ohio residents had complaints concerning
automobile repairs in October. Consumers have been reimbursed $715,250 as of
October 1978, up from $477,250 in refunds in 1977.
"BASICALLY, THE majority of them (complaints concerning car repairs)
have to do with those feeling repairs weren't done properly, the charge was
over the estimate or something happened to the car while the garage was
working on it," John Kloss, a member of Student Consumer Union (SCU), said.
"It's usually a case of a lack of communication. Someone misunderstands
something about what was supposed to be done," Kloss said. Many persons do
not know what really happens when a mechanic checks or repairs brakes, he
said.
Despite Stanley's situation and the attorney general's statistics. Kloss said he
does not think disreputable garage owners cause a big problem in Bowling
Green-especially garages owned by national franchises.
One garage owner, who wished to remain anonymous, said most repair shops
give fair deals to customers.
"MOST PEOPLE are getting a bargain. They just don't know it," he said,
adding that customers are unaware of bargains because car repairs usually are

ACGFA approves procedures
By Paula Wtaslow
Assistant Managing Editor
The Advisory Committee of General
Fee Allocations (ACGFA) at its
meeting Friday approved procedures,
funding criteria and the budget request
form to be used during the 1978-79
budget recommendation process.
As specified in the statement of
procedures, which are similar to those
by /.CGFA last winter, all groups who
requested funds last year will receive
budget request forms and information
beginning this week, said Bobby G.
Arrowsmith, assistant vice provost for
student affairs and ACGFA chairmant.
Groups must return the completed
forms within two weeks.
ORGANIZATIONS WHICH may
qualify for University general fees

under ACGFA guidelines but did not
apply for funds last year can obtain
forms in 305 Student Services Bldg., he
added.
The funding criteria, as approved by
the committee, specify that groups
requesting general fee monies must be
registered as University groups, should
not duplicate existing programs, should
not represent partisan political groups
or activities and should make available
a record of their achievements.
Requests for funding academic or
curricular programs should not be
made to ACGFA, but to the appropriate
academic departments.
The procedures also outline rules
concerning alternates, gallery participation, quorum requirements, time
allotted for budget hearings and
committee rules.

TWO RECOMMENDATIONS made
by the 1978 ACGFA in its final report
were added to the statement of
procedures at the suggestion of Frank
Aveni, student representative serving
his second year on the committee.
One amendment requires that each
group requesting financial aid for a
project to be co-supported by another
group must submit an estimate of its
share of the program cost as well as the
project's total cost.
The other adjustment specifies that
ACGFA accept no incomplete budget
request forms.
THE SIX-PAGE budget request form
for general fee allocations used last
year also was approved. The form asks
for detailed information about a
group's employees and their wages; its
travel equipment and communications

expenses; its organizational goals,
objectives and programs; and an
evaluation of the group's effectiveness.
Also included in the form is an
equipment inventory form designed to
ensure against the unnecessary
duplication of equipment that could be
shared between groups. Arrowsmith
said.
Aveni also suggested that the committee scrutinize groups that received
general fee monies last year about how
closely they followed plans for using the
funds.
"We should ask them to prove that
the money was used in the way in which
it was allocated," he explained.
In other businesses the committee
elected Richard A. Weibl as its vice
chairman.

unexpected and no provisions are made for them in household budgets.
Garage owners do not cheat consumers "anymore than an optometrist who
charges $65 for frames worth $3,"thegarage owner said.
He agreed that national automotive operations are least likely to overcharge
for repairs and independent garages are more likely to cheat customers.
"If you're going to find a crook, it's going to be on an individual basis
(privately owned repair shops i," he said.
Women seem susceptible to being overcharged, Kloss said.
"I WOULD SAY the majority of the people when they come into here I the
SCU office) are female (students)," Kloss said, adding that foreign students
also are prone to being swindled.
Of the eight complaints filed against garages at the SCU since September,
1977, four have been filed by females and three by male foreign students and 90
percent of the phone calls requesting advice in car repair cases are from
females, Kloss said.
"Most female students don't do the work on the cars themselves. They come
to college after the father took care of the car over the summer and they have a
lack of experience," Kloss said.
"Girls are never inclined to look under the car. Most service stations know
that. "Stanleysaid.

Inside the News
EDITORIALS: The charge against Allison Small of criminal
trespass is a bummer.Page 2.
NEWS: Part two of the News in-depth analysis of collective
bargaining continues on Page 4.
SPORTS: Read Steve Sadler's column on the Super Bowl and Dan
Firestone's on the OU-BG basketball game last weekend.Pages 7
and 8.

Weather

High JOT (-1C)
Low25F(-4C)
M percent chance of precipitation

guest column

tongue-in<heek recommendations for university
As a senior preparing to leave the
University, It teems appropriate to give
a word or two of parting advice on how
to aotve the grave economic problems
that the entire university community
will be facing in the years ahead
University administrators have
already made bold progress in meeting
the challenge posed by these problems,
by changing priorities and reapporttontng resources in accordance
with the new demands; and while I am
in full agreement with the general
direction of these changes, I wish to
suggest several ways In which the new
policies might profitably be extended to
areas that (regrettably) have not yet
felt the effects of the new trend. I
therefore offer the following
suggestions for consideration, as the
product of more than four years of

By Parley J. Agner
observation and careful thought on my
own part. I am sure that no one will find
them objectionable since they are
merely logical extensions of current
policies and practices.
1. In keeping with the policy of
switching resources from secondary
areas to more important concerns,
University administrators should
consolidate wasted space in the library
(surely everyone has noticed all the
empty bookshelves) and convert
several floors to expansion of the

presently inadequate recreational
facilities. One floor could be made into
a roller rink, for example, and another
into a pizza parlor. The cost of the
conversion could be added to student
fees.
2. Under the same policy, and to
continue the gigantic efforts being
made to attract more students,
Williams Hall, Shatzel Hall and Prout
Chapel should be torn down and their
sites used to construct a brothel.
Charges for its use could be
automatically added to student fees.
THE LIBRARY should continue its
policy of storing little-used periodicals
outside the main building, and should
expand the storage faculties to include
not just the basement of the Health
Center, where they currently are, but

also the tunnels that run beneath
University grounds. The present policy
of not bothering to catalogue this
material, but Instead dumping it in
heaps, should be continued and should
be extended (as is already being done)
to aU library materials. In fact. If an
the materials could be dumped on one
floor in a huge pile, all the other floors
could be converted to additional
recreational faculties. Any costs Involved could be added to student fees.
4. To Implement these policies, 1000
new administrators should be hired,
and a new, 12-story building to accommodate them should be erected on
the quad that currently stretches
between the Administration Building
and University HaU. The cost could (of
course) be added to student fees.
5. Some people may have noticed that

opinion
The decision by Campus Safety and Security to file charges of criminal
trespassing against University student Allison Small for entering her
residence at the French House before the authorized time Is a real
bummer.
Small said she had entered the house early the previous year and was
given permission to remain there by Safety Services. Small said that
when she entered the house early this year, however, she was Immediately accosted by Patrolman R.A. GuUafsen, who demanded that
she turn over her key to him and leave the house, which she did.
According to Small, who was with another member of the house when
the Incident occured, GuUafsen notified them that he would have to
report their names to Campus Safety and Security but said they would
not be charged. Small was charged with criminal trespass. The other
member of the house was not.
Since Small had been allowed to return to the house earlier than was
authorized last year, she said she Intended to Inform the compus police of
her early arrival for this winter quarter but was accosted by the
patrolman before she could do so.
If Small to found guilty of the charge, she faces academic suspension of
up to four quarters.
The case of Allison Small gives rise to some interesting thoughts and
questions. First, why was SmaU allowed in the house the previous year,
but forbidden entrance and charged with criminal trespass the second?
Further, If a violation of the University code did occur, and. If the officer
m question chose to press charges, why were they filed only against
Small and not against the other person in the house? Such Inconsistent
and unequal application of the law not only promotes Ill-feeling toward
police authority but also raises questions as to the legitimate of the
safety and security services on the campus.
The News hopes Allison SmaU will be acquitted of the charge because
there apparently was a misunderstanding on the part of both parties. It to
also hoped that the incident will result In modification of at least
clarification of University regulations to prevent such unfortunate Incidents from occur!ng in the future.
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«. I HAVE said that I am generally in
favor of the new University policies. But
there is one that I cannot agree with. I
refer to the practice of keeping
monkeys to do administrative tasks,
particularly scheduling and recordskeeping. (I also know of at least one
gorilla in Parking Services. I have seen
him.) I know It is argued that monkeys
and apes will work at much lower
salaries than human beings, and that

1

criminal charge?

Faget

McFaU Center bears an inscription on
its side. It dates (as I have been told)
from the time when the building was a
library. But though It may have been
appropriate at one time, the philosophy
It expresses Is hardly in keeping with
current university policy; therefore I
propose that It be changed to: LET
THE BUYER BEWARE.

Parley J. Agner Is a student at the
University.

judgment is founded on truth...*

national columnist

getting down to the meat of the subject
WASHINGTON-Everyone knew It
would happen, but nobody wanted to
face up to it. The price of hamburger
meat is expected to rise by as much as
20 to 25 cents a pound in 1979. Add this to
the 37-cent rise In 1978, and hamburger
not only becomes a luxury item but a
status symbol as weU.
Scene 1:
"Mr. GuUford, this is Ramsay of
Ramsay Duplicators. I was wondering
if you and your wife would care to Join
Mrs. Ramsay, myself and a few friends
tonight a Burger Chef? "
"THAT'S VERY kind of you, but as
you know, Mr. Ransay, the heat is on at
the
Government
Services
Administration, and if my wife and I
were seen eating with you at Burger
Chef, there might be a grand jury investigation."
"This is just a social evening,
GuUford. I don't expect you to buy our
duplicators just because I bought you a
hamburger."
"I know that, Mr. Ramsay, but we're

Art Buchwald
not talking about fried potatoes
Meredith, who was a GS-14 in purchasing, was treated to a meat loaf
sandwich by the Scott Tissue people two
months ago, and he's been indicted in
New Jersey. Can you imagine what
would happen to me if I was seen In
Burger Chef, chewing away on a fresh
hamburger?"
"I see the problem. I have a
suggestion. Why don't we send a pound
of ground sirloin over to your house
with our compliments? Then no one
would know about it."
"A POUND OF hamburger? You
might as weU send me a Chris-Craft
speedboat. I'm sorry, Mr. Ramsay, 111
have to forget this conversation ever
took place."
Scene 2:

'"Gloria, now that you've announced
your engagement, I think we must talk
about the wedding. The ceremony will,
of course, take place In the National
Cathedral, and the reception will be at
McrJonaW's In McLean, Va."
"GLORIA, YOUR mother and I want
the best for you. Your wedding means a
lot to us. You are our only daughter,
and since you were a little girl we
always dreamed that someday we
could throw you a party under the
Golden Arches of McDonald's. Now
let's discuss the menu. I thought we
might start with a fish fillet sandwich
and then, as the main course, a Big
Mac."
"A Big Mac! We could buy a house
for what that would cost."
"It's all right, child. We've been
saving aU our lives for.this. Besides,
when John Douglas' daughter got
married he served everyone a Whopper

from Burger King, and 1'U be damned If
he's going to show me up."
Sceael:
News story, front page i
"A band of masked men held up an
Armored Brinks Truck yesterday and
got away with an estimated $2 minion
worth of chopped sirloin, which had a
street value of 160 a pound. FBI agent
Sean McBrlde said this was the biggest
hamburger heist in history. The robbers stopped the truck as It was making
a delivery to Hamburger Heaven on
Wisconsin Avenue, disarming not only
the guard delivering the meat but also
his three escorts who carried shotguns.
A Blinks' spokesman said It had to be
an inside job. 'We carry money five
days a seek and only deliver meat on
Friday. Somebody knew this. Fortunately the meat had a lot of fat on it,
or the loss to Brinks would have been
doubled.'"
. IqslSJ

libttb n/.
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guest column

collective bargaining is no bargain at all
When the subject of collective
bargaining is discussed, there is little
that can be agreed upon by all factions.
One point of few would take agruement
with, however, is that no one knows
exactly how collective bargainig would
affect Bowling Green State University.
Predictions
made
are
only
generalizations based on the history of
other universities. Each university is
unique due to many factors, such as
physical size and location, community
influence, and the attitudes, beliefs,
and values of the administration,
faculty and students.
In aU the talk recently concerning
coUective bargaining, there has been
Uttle, if any, mention of the student
body or how this issue would affect
them. The committee which decided
the procedures to be used in the upcoming coUective bargaining faculty
elections was composed soley of faculty
members and administrators. The
concerns and opinions of the student
body were not represented. It concerns

By Frank Aveni
me that, at an institution which Is in
existence to serve the students, there
was no direct student input-not even In
an advisory capacity.
SHOULD
COLLECTIVE
BARGAINING become a reality here,
and if demands such as higher wages,
reduced workloads and greater fringe
benefits by faculty are successful, it
wUI have a very real economic effect on
the student population. As a result, it
might be necessary for tuition and fee
costs to be raised, or to cut back
academic offerings. It seems very
unlikely that any additional funds
would be available from the state; thus,
the students would be the ones who
would pay for the privileges of

coUective bargaining. I seem to
remember reading about someone
deploring taxation without representation a couple hundred years ago.
In addition to the student already
attending Bowling Green, we must
concern ourselves with prospective
students. Higher tuition would undoubtedly cause Bowling Green to be
leas marketable. This Is something we
cannot afford, espedaUy in these times
of decreasing enrollment in higher
education. Fewer students means
fewer dollars to be divided up among
the faculty, and fewer faculty needed to
teach the smaller number of classes.
CoUective bargaining would tend to
promote a loss of individuahty among
the faculty members, something that
must be prevented if higher education
is to be truly a learning experience.'
Tension would also increase among
faculty, administrators, and studentsall of which are supposedly working
toward the same goal.
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING

questions about
bargaining

MBWWHII^-..BM^F^TTW&

always Increases the chance of strike,
which would be devastating to the
university. A strike could be both
emotionally and economically crippling
to a student It could prevent a senior
from graduating on time, and consequently, would seriously hamper him
from finding a place in the job market.
CoUective bargaining would be a
permanent alignment of faculty versus
administration; defining adminstration
and faculty as permanent adversaries
destroys the ideal that both have been
useful and important factors in a
community of scholars. The President
of Yeshiva University stated "What is
abhorrent about faculty unions is that
they destroy cooperation and
coUegiaUty, and turn an intimate
family into an Impersonal institution
wherein my lawyer only talks to your
lawyer, usually at noon from 20 paces."
Fraak Avenl Is Student body
represeatatlve to the Beard of
Trustees.

Letters
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the tasks they perform do not require
human intelligence anyway. Well, no
one could deny it; but I nevertheless
believe (and I am sure many wUI agree
with me) that the great obnoxiousness
of these creatures more than outweighs
any savings gained by keeping them.
7. Finally, In our efforts to save expense, we must not neglect the things
that make for a vigorous InteUectual
atmosphere. So if funds were available,
It would be good If someone could start
a campus newspaper.
If these suggestions are followed, I
have no doubt that we can survive the
economic troubles ahead, and keep a
viable University, a University we can
all be proud of.

\CH ARENA...

At a BGFA luncheon on Wednesday
Jan 17, it became evident that certain
details concerning the upcoming
elections on faculty unionization
remain shrouded in obscurity.
First, given that a majority vote In
favor of coUective bargaining In the
first election, there is a NO AGENT
option available In the second election.
What does NO AGENT mean? Docs It
mean (a) no coUective bargaining, or
(b) collective bargaining, but no agent
as listed on the second ballot? If (b),
win there be a third election to determine some agent?
Second, if NO AGENT means (a),
then why Is It on the second ballot at
an? Hasn't that already been decided
by the first election?
Third, none of the agents listed on the
second ballot gets a majority of votes
and if there is a third runoff election,
wUI No AGENT be an option In that
election as wen?
That such unclariues sttU remain at

this late date
administration
Trustees, who,
calling the
procedures.

casts discredit on the
and the Board of
as far as I can see, art
shots on election

Michael Bradie
Associate Proff essor of Philosophy

mistake
I apologize to Dr. Bevars Mabry for
the mistake of including his name in a
recently published list of AAI members. As Dr. Mabry stated In his letter
in the BG News, January 17, he has
signed no application or request for
membership. The undesired listing
occurred as a result of my misunderstanding and the use of a system of
member identification for which I was
rearinrotlhlf. After rechecklng the
system, I am convinced that no intentional mischief was involved. I ask
that Dr. Mabry and others also consider
the need for retraction to be the result
of error, but not of malice.
DsiHUyard
' Spokesman, Advocatss
of Academic independence
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NEWS IN BRIEF
Foosball tournamenf
The Children'! Resource Center and liteboute Pools
are co-aponaorlng a football tournament at the Bowling
Green Teen Center Thursday through Saturday in the
city park. Proceeds will benefit the teen center. For
more Information, call 353-7588 between 9 a.m. and 5
pjn.

Validation cards
Students who do not have validation cards should pick
them up at Station 8 of the Bursar's Office before 5 p.m.
Friday. Starting Monday, than will be a $1 service
charge for picking up validation cards.

Poets to read
Poets Terry Stokes and David Shevin will rend from
their works at 8 p.m. tomorrow in the Glsh Film
Theater. The reading, sponsored by the University's
Creative Writing Program In conjunction with the
National Endowment for the Arts, is free and public.

Anti-inflation
President Carter's anti-inflation program will be
dlcuased by members of the economics and
management departments at 3:30 p.m. tomorrow in
the Capital Room, Union. The discussion is free and
public.

Kings Island
Kings Island Live Shows productions will audition
students Jan. 31 for positions at four locations this
summer. Interested persons should contact the Student
Employment Office, 480 Student Services Bldg.

Czech exhibit
A Czechoslovakia exhibit Is on display from 8 a.m.
to S p.m. in the Browsing Room, Union. The exhibit
runs through Feb. 2.

New number
An additional emergency telephone number for the
Bowling Green Ore-ambulance division is 353-5111.

Student arrested
on assault charge
after gun incident

SGA's shuttle bus has first trial run
By Cynthia Letee
Staff Reporter
The first trial run of the
shuttle-bus service to and
from the Student Recreation
Center last night shuttled
about 1M persons.
Tne service, operated by
the Student Government
Association (SGA), may
become permanent If the 3day trial run is successful.
Dana L. Kortokraz, SGA
senator and coordinator of
the service, said she was
tentatively pleased with the
rldershlp on the first night of
the trial run. However, she
said the 10 cent fare for the
108 riders, totaling $10.80 In
ride revenues, did not pay

for the service.
The bus, rented from the
University by SGA at $10 an
hour, cost $40 to operate for
the S p.m.-10 p.m. time
period.
But even though the first
Hal run of the shuttle-bus
service was not financially
solvent, many persons who
rode the 25-seat bus said they
Ukedlt.
But the shuttle-bus service
had a few complalners too,
mostly persons who waited
to get a ride back to their
dorms or off-campus stops
and missed or did not want to
wait for the bus.
About IS other students
who told the News they

would not wait for the bus
said they would have ridden
the shuttle-bus It if had been
on time.
Kortokraz acknowledged
that the strict timetable was
difficult to follow last night,
but said she expects the
service to become more
predictable with time. She
said another problem with
picking students up from the
rec center is that the bus
cannot stop very long In the
street in front of it because It
holds up traffic.
The service will operate
tonight from 7-11 and
tomorrow night from 8midnlght. Locations of stops
and approximate times are
listed In Friday's News.

EDCI program approved
By Denlse Sakal
Staff Reporter

There now Is not a degree
program In curriculum, he
said, adding that "a cognate
Is the next best thing."

Graduate
Council
yesterday approved an area
THE STUDENT must
of specialization within the
Department of Educational complete at least 16 credit
Curriculum and Instruction hours of the six approved
(EDCI) and the recom- courses to constitute a
mended courses that would cognate.
constitute a cognate In this
area.
Council also approved a
The curriculum cognate is course in graduate writing
applicable to graduate designed for students who
students enrolled In the want to improve their
elementary or secondary sophisticated writing skills,
education program, or the according to Lester Barber,
administration and super- professor of English. He
added that the course will
vision program.
Although there are several improve the invention,
cognates available in revision and editing of theses
education, none of them and dissertations. Council is
prepares a student who ' seeking to change the course
wants to specialize In the from letter to S-i.J grading to
area of curriculum, ac- attract students from other
cording to the rationale departments.
statement submitted by the
EDCI department.
ACCORDING TO Verlin
Lee, chairman of the EDCI
department, there are two
courses dealing with the
curriculum process and Lee
said that future teachers and
principals could profit from
the additions.
Lee added that there are
openings in school systems
for qualified personnel in
curriculum design and
process.
"We're going to provide a
service. Students who go
through this process will
have an edge in Job
placement," Lee said.

In other business, the
department of Library and
Educational Media's
proposed course, Television
in Education, also was approved. The course is
designed to prepare media
specialists to coordinate
media-related activities
within school systems.

LINDA BRAUN, f left),puts her II cents into the collection can for
the Rec Center bus. The can is held by Dana Kortokrax, SGA
Senator.

City police end lockout service;
locksmith set to handle key job
If a person is locked out of
his home or car and calls the
Bowling Green police
department for help, the
dispatcher now refers the
caller to the local locksmith,

according to Police Chief
Galen Ash.
In the past, the police
department handled all such
calls, Ash said, adding that
although it does not take long

No minimum wage raise here
The minimum wage increase that became effective
Jan. 1 does not apply to
University students employed on campus, according
to Ellen Kayser, assistant
director of financial aid and
student employment.
The students are excluded
because their minimum
wage rate is set by the state,
not the federal government
which drafted the increase,
she said.
Students employed at the
University earn at least $2.30
an hour, but federal
rninimum wage row this

month from $2.65 to $2.90 an
hour.
KAYSER
SAID
institutions including the
University have followed
state minimum wage laws
since 1976 as a result of a
ruling by the U.S. Supreme
Court.

to unlock something, it takes
time to travel the distance.
Ash said it was time to reevaluate the list of priorities
and to spend more time in
law enforcement. He also
said officers usually can
unlock a vehicle, but do not
have the expertise to pick a
complicated lock.

ranges set up by the Student
Employment Office, she
added.

SECONDLY, UP UNTIL
about eight months ago, the
dry was without a locksmith,
Kayser said the 2,000 but since the opening of
University employed Rutter Locksmith, 339
students work about 30 hours Conneaut Rd., the departa two-week period.
ment's service no longer is

needed, Ash said.
"I don't feel like we should
compete with the free enterprise system," he explained.Owner and locksmith
Bruce Rutter said because
he is the community
locksmith, it is his job to
handle these problems.
RUTTER HAS A RADIO
dispatcher in his home and
truck and is on 24-hour call.
The charge is $5 for a vehicle
unlock and $12 to unlock a
home.
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$3.99

Ohio raised the minimum
wage for students to its
present level from $2.20 an
hour in January, 1978,
Kayser said. The increase
affected only one of five pay

(REG) $4.49
#2 RIB-EYE

$2.19

(REG) $2.79

CHOPPED BEEF

$2.19

Ronald C. Erfman, of 323 Anderson Hall, was arrested
at 11:40 p.m. Saturday by Campus Safety and Security
officers after reportedly pointing a loaded .22 caliber
automatic pistol at John G. Meek, 334 Anderson.

(REG) $2.79

SAVE
AFTER 4 P.M.

Erfman was charged with felonious assault and bail
was set at 818,000.
According to Campus Safety and Security reports,
Erfman allegedly was disturbing Meek and several of his
friends. Erfman then reportedly left the scene and went to
his room, returned with the gun and pointed it at Meek.

TUESDfiy
NIGHTIS

wwffiSSi EXTRA

A student standing nearby and an Anderson resident
adviser took the gun from Erfman and the police ware
called.
Erfman reportedly was taken to the Wood County jail
without resistance.

SPECIAL
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E. Wooster St.

TOTAL
HAIR DESIGN

(Across from Perry Stadium)

LOOKING FOR NEXT YEAR'S
PAD?

We Do Women's Fashion Perming
and Men's Permanent Styling

All the pizza and salad you can eat
for only $2.49

SPECIALIZING IN PRECISION CUTTMG AND
HAIRSTYLMG FOR WOMEN I MEN

Just make your selection from the constant flow of fresh and different
pizzas at the buffet. All you want. And, you can make as many trips
to the salad bar as you want. That's how it is at
the Pizza Inn Family Nite Buffet.
Adults S2.49. Kids 10 and under 15 C a year. Every Tuesday night

THE ARRANGEMENT
123 E. COURT
352-4101

booooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

We use and recommend
products
teooooooooooooooooooooooooooooood

from 5:00 to 9*X) p.m.

Pizza inn
We've get a feeling
youVe gonna like us.

Open Monday through Thursday 11:00 a.m. to Midnight
Friday and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to L-30 a.m..
and Sunday 12:00 p.m. to Midnight
-Cna-Cdm- ml 'Cok." an n#H

Try Ridge Manor Apts.
Conveniently located at 519 Thurstin
Model Open (No. 16)
Mon-Tues-Wed
6:30-9:00 pm
RATES INCLUDE ALL
UTILITIES
2 person-9 Vi mo $300
3 person-9'/2 mo. $340
4 person-9 Vi mo^$360
Year Leases Availab
At Reduced Rates
(Call 352-0717 or
Stop at Model

.b .Mr* kbM* *• —~ pc-*«1 at *m Coc^Col. Co«»

>
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Collective bargaining:
Me: This Is the tecood article of a aeriea can[ the proa aad com of collective bargaining la Ohio
csOefes. Uaiveralty faculty will vote oa the matter this
By KrisrJ Kehres,
Bob Wemgartaer
and FUck Burgess
'The basic goal of collective bargaining is to bring back
to focus that me university and faculty are really Identical People think that the administration is the
wiversity. Too many administrators have lost sight of the
fact that the essential things are teachers and students,
sot administration and buildings," observed Dr. Lowell
Leake Jr., Association of American University Professors
(AAUP) chapter president at the University of Cincinnati
(UC) and mathematics professor.
UC began Investigating collective bargaining in 1971-72,
Leak* said. But because faculty members there are
conservative, a pledge card campaign was not organized
until two years biter, Leake said.
More than half of the faculty signed the pledge cards,
and an election was authorized by the Board of Directors
in November, 1974, be said.
THE RESULTS OF the election were close because half
of the bargaining unit was comprised of medical school
faculty, a group that generally is opposed to collective
bargaining, Leake said. He noted that business faculty
generally were opposed to collective bargaining because
they tend to think In managerial terms and some
managerial power is transferred to employees by
collective bargaining.
"Most faculty here felt it (collective bargaining) was
the only way out of a bad situation," Leake said.
The first meeting for negotiation of a contract was held
In March, 1(75. Faculty negotiators engaged in 98 sessions
with the administration before an agreement was signed
in May, 1976.
"IT WAS A CONTRACT that everyone felt very jubilant
about We won tremendous gains," Leake said.
Provisions for the first contract included improved Blue
Cross-Blue Shield coverage, an increase in major medical
coverage from $50,000 to $250,000, a $1,500 across-theboard raise for all faculty plus percentage raises in salary
averaging 8 percent and the establishment of minimum
salaries for each position. Coupled with an average 3
percent Increase In fringe benefits, total compensation
under the first contract totaled 11 percent.
A second contract was reached in September, 1977, and

expires Aug. 31. Leake said faculty members generally
were dissatisfied with the second contract because it
provided for only a modest extension of some benefits and
an average salary Increase of only 5 percent a year, which
did not equal the rise in the cost of living.
FACULTY AT THE University of Cincinnati currently
are negotiating their third two-year contract. Leake said
Ms negotiating team will work for provisions to cover
dental and parking expenses. "I know wall get dental
(coverage), but parking will be a fight," Laake predicted.
About 1,500 full-time faculty are covered by the contract,
according to Leake.
"Most faculty have come to think of It (collective
bargaining) as a way to gain collectively what individually was Impossible to gain," Leake said.
But the benefits of collective bargaining for faculty
members were not purely economic. According to Dr.
John Thayer, assistant professor of chemistry, it helped
establish a regular, well-publicized procedure for handling faculty grievances. Each college has a grievance
committee and the change has strengthened faculty
government and the faculty senate, which handles
grievances, Leake said.
SANFORD GOLDING, chief faculty negotiator and
associate professor of English, said that before collective
bargaining was instituted, administrators used and
ignored faculty members. He said they looked to
collective bargaining as the only solution to the problem.
"At the time it was considered a necessary evil rather
than a positive good. Now it's considered a positive good,"
Goldlngsald.
Dr. Thomas Wagner, vice provost for academic affairs,
contends that the primary Issue for the Institution of
collective bargaining was monetary. "Collective
bargaining had a major impact In the first year as far as
salaries were concerned.
"Since then, compensation has been about average
when compared to other Ohio schools," Wagner said. He
said that UC now ranks In the state in professional salary
rates.
THERE ARE contrasting views on the affect of
collective bargaining on traditional facultyadministration relationships. "At first, it was a thero-orus type think," observed Dr. George Hartman, head of the
faculty senate and a professor of marketing. "This has
changed. Now it's not quite so adversarial," he said.
Wagner, however, contends that collective bargaining
has created a conflicting relationship between faculty and
administrators, particularly on financial matters. "We

BIG SWEATER SALE
ENTIRE STOCK

Your
United Way
Pledge Works
For All of Us

(FALL, WINTER STYLES)

1

'Tremendous gains'cited In first year
of Un,verslty0f Cincinnati contract
discussed things more openly before the introduction of
collective bargaining. Now when an issue comes up, we're
limited to the bargaining table," he said.
If nothing else, collective bargaining has improved the
attitude of some faculty concerning their Jobs. "I enjoy
work more now that we have collective bargaining
because of Increase surety, not in the sense of security,
but in being a little bit surer of procedures followed and
the rights of faculty members," Thayer said.
"THE MAJORITY of critics of collective bargaining

Caucus concerned with
welfare of all minorities
By Kristi Kehres
Staff Reporter
The University minority
caucus promotes the welfare
of all minorities including
blacks, Asians, Latinos and
native Americans, Dr. R.
Errol Lam, acting chairman, said.
"Sometimes it Is forgotten
that it includes all of usfaculty, staff, custodial,
maintenance and students,"
he said. "It Includes
everybody."
Lam explained that the
caucus Is an outgrowth of the
black caucus. In 1978, the
organization's name was
changed from minority
entitles to the minority
caucus.

Tuesday OPkiN Till 9:00 P.M.

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.

"THERE ARE THINGS
we should be concerned
about," he said. "And by
becoming a minority caucus,
we're more interested in
including all minorities than
Just blacks."
"Trying
to
include
everyone Is what the
outgrowth is all about," be
added.
The caucus is interested In
hiring, retention of minority
employees, recruiting,
collective bargaining,
funding and representation
In policy-making committees for minorities, he
said.
One of the positive accomplishments of the group
was representation on the
committee that selected

CARLOS GONZALES, an
active member, who "wants
to see the caucus continue
on," stressed the need for
unity smong individual
members.
"Minorities have got to get
together and really use the
caucus," he said. "A voice Is
not going to be heard until we
get them all together."
Lam also said that the
caucus should be more
group oriented
because
Individuals then would have

By Franay Malcolm
University education
majors can gain practical
experience and confidence
by
learning
valuable
teaching methods when they
enroll In Project Interaction,
according to graduate
assistant Mary E.Kolb.
This program places
elementary and secondary

Majors

education majors In a
classroom setting, but
without all the responsibility
of a student teacher. The
students assist the teacher
and tutor individuals.
Amy A. Buchholz, a senior
who participated In Project
Interaction fall quarter,
said, "It was super-the bast
experience I ever had. You
get the experience of
teaching, but without the
responsibility of making

lesson plans."
ANOTHER STUDENT,
T enda L. Jackson, who also
participated in Project
Interaction, agreed. "I
would advise anyone in
education who plan on
teaching to enroll In Project
Interaction. It has helped me
feel more confident about
teaching."
Kolb said the program
helps education majors get
jobs.
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Betsy McEDtlnney, Cindy Jacobson,

Debbie Tlppa
Teresa Richards

Susan KroO

Corresponding Secretary
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Press Chairman

Karen Lehn

Historian
Traditions Chairman
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Judy Eckstein
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TOLL FREE
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Lynne Ford

Scholarship Chairman
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EDUCATIONAL
PSYCHOLOGY Is the only
prerequisite course for
Project Interaction.
Kolb advises education
majors to enroll In Project
Interaction. "It's a valuable
experience because you
learn by actually teaching."
The project was developed
by the University staff and
Toledo public schools in 1966.
The $40 charge for
students enrolling in the
project
covers
administrative and transportation costs.
To enroll for spring
quarter, contact Dr. John F.
Newby or Mary E. Kolb in
101 University Hall.

K

Judy Frits
Laurie Thill. Mlckl Haruium

House Chairman

/rHE ELECTWC T-SHRT FACTORY
P.O. BOX 735
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STMIO CLEARANCE HOUSE
HAS LOWEST STEREO

Students who participated
In the program spend
Mondays and Tuesdays in
Toledo area schools and
Wednesday through Friday
in University classes.

A HOCKEY HRSTI
Front page news

Sales Manager,
Advertising Salespeople,
and Business Manager

Congratulates
Its 1979 Officers:

"We have a lot of potential," he said. "We need our
people telling us what they
need. We're trying to know
specifically what our people
want, to Identify problems
they have and have some
sort of recourse."
"It's to the advantage of
all minorities to go to the
caucus," Gonzales said.

Actual experience for Ed. majors

TV* BG Nflwi will hova openings
in fpring quirtar for«

KAPPA DELTA

more recourse open to them
In solving problems.
"We should work in groups
that have a common
problem," he added.
Lam said that prejudice
among the four main groups
of the caucus needs to be
overcome so that the
organization can "come
together."

Myron M. Chenault, director
of the Equal Opportunity
Compliance Office, In 1(76.
The
group
also is
represented In the current
selection of the new director,
Lam said.

Project Interaction helpful

I Marketing and Journalism

/2 price

are willing to admit that we're better off with it than
without it," Leake said. But be said that collective
bargaining uay not be beneficial or necessary for every
university.
It may be a viable solution if faculty members feel they
do not have an adequate voice In university affairs and If
the administration does not pay attention to faculty
economic needs, he said.
"If faculty are not happy, they should think about
collective bargaining, If they're satisfied, then I wouldn't
recommend it," Leake said.
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From Associated Press wire stories

Inflation fighter?

Carter's lean' budget ignites criticism
President Carter urged Congress
yesterday to let him spend more for
defense but cut some Job program* In a
$532 billion budget that la stirring
controversy within the president's own
party.
Describing his budget as "lean and
austere," Carter said he plans to
reduce this year's $37.4 billion budget
deficit to $29 billion In I960, during the
presidential campaign. The deficit
would fall to $1 billion in 1961. '
LIBERALS WITHIN the Democratic
party, particularly Sen. Edward M.

Kennedy (D-Mass), have criticized
proposed cuts In school lunch. Jobs and
other programs.
"The budget asks the poor, the Mat*,
the sick, the young, the cities and the
unemployed to bear a disproportionate
share of the reductions," Kennedy said
yesterday.
Predictably, Carter was also under
fire from Republicans.
However, Carter was commended by
Rep. Robert Glaimo (D-Conn),
chairman of the House Budget Committee.
CARTER'S DECISION to fight in-

flation with an austere budget that cuts
some domestic social programs follows
advice from his political pollster,
Patrick Caddell, who told the presidentelect in 1976 that a second term
depended on substantial support from
middle-income suburbanites who view
federal spending and inflation as major
problems.
At the same time, Carter and his
chief political lieutenant, Hamilton
Jordan, say the anti-inflation effort will
help poor people more than they will be
harmed by the cuts In social spending.
Carter says his cuts will fall hardest

on people who are not in desperate
need. For example, he says subsidies
for school lunches will be reduced for
children of middle- and upper-income
families.

Budget breakdown
Here are major segments of President Carter's fiscal 1960 budget, which
he submitted to Congress yesterday:
ECONOMIC OUTLOOK: The budget anticipates that consumer prices will
rise 7.4 percent in 1979, not as much as the 9.2 percent Inflation rate in 1978.
Unemployment may increase from 5.9 percent to 6.2 percent.
DEFENSE: Spending increase of $10.8 billion to $122.7 billion. It is in
accord with a promise to NATO to increase defense spending by 3 percent
after inflation is considered.
THE POOR: Spending increase of $4.5 billion to $66.5 billion. Programs
include Medicaid, food stamps, subsidized housing and nutrition programs.
JOBS: The CETA public service Job and training program would be cut by
$729 million to $9.6 billion. It would eliminate 158,000 adult Jobs and 250.000
summer youth Jobs, but businesses would get a tax break for hiring young,
poor adults.
NATIONAL DEBT: Interest paid will be $57.1 billion. The national debt is
expected to rise from $787 billion now to $899 billion by October 1980. Federal
grants, aid to states and local governments will barely increase, from $82.1
billion to $82.9 billion.
SOCIAL SECURITY: Spending will increase by $13 billion to $115.2 billion
Proposals will be made to eliminate what Carter calls some unnecessary
benefits. Taxes might be cut In 1961.
ENERGY: A reduction in Department of Energy budget from $8.95 billion
in the current fiscal year to $8.89 billion, when offsetting revenues are taken
into account.

West Germany shows 'Holocaust'
JIMMY CARTER flashed a
grin at a recent Washington
get-together. The president
found few smiles, however,
when be unveiled his 1989
badget yesterday.

West German police guarded TV
transmitters against possible sabotage
of the first telecast last night of the
movie "Holocaust," which deals with
Nazi persecution of the Jews.
"This is the hardest subject for a
German to deal with," said Edith
Keller, a native German and a U.S.

Supreme Court will
rule on Laetrlle Issue
The Supreme Court, stepping Into a
medical and legal storm of controversy, said yesterday it will decide
whether the federal government may
ban Laetrlle.
The Justices voted to study lower
court rulings that have permitted the
substance's use by terminally 111 cancer
victims.
The controversy swirling around
Laetrlle, a derivative of apricot pits, Is
a highly emotional one because of
modern medicine's failure thus far to
conquer cancer.
The Justices' eventual decision may
hinge on the privacy rights of cancer
victims-wbether the government may
limit the treatments available to

persons suffering from a disease for
which there is no known cure.
GOVERNMENT LAWYERS say the
Laetrlle ban Is necessary to protect
cancer victims because the substance
has not been found to be safe or effective.
Opponents of the substance also have
argued that allowing Laetrlle treatments could keep cancer patients from
seeking more traditional therapies that
have been proven partly effective.
The Laetrlle controversy peaked in
July 19/7 when the federal Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) banned all
interstate shipments and sales of the
substance.

Embassy media specialist.
She said the movie had received
"enormous" attention In the West
German media as it did when shown In
the United States last year.
CHANCELLOR HELMUT Schmidt,
who served as an anti-aircraft
lieutenant in World War II, planned to
watch the movie, "time permitting," a
chancellery spokesman told The
Associated Press.
Chief Federal Prosecutor Kurt
Rebmann said police suspected neoNazis were responsible for last Thur-

The budget includes $6.9 billion for
revenue sharing, for state and local
governments, but officials said no
decision has been made about continuing the program after 1980.

sday's bombing of a transmitter near
Koblenz that cancelled transmission of
a documentary on death camps.
"We are still getting threats constantly," said a West German
television source who asked not to be
identified. Official spokesmen denied
any threats.
"I expect everybody will be watching
the first show at least Just to see what
it's all about," said Mrs. Keller.
The state education office in
Buesseldorf said 155,000 copies of
background material on the series sold
out a week before the show.

Mistrial
Jury fails to decide fate of Texas millionaire Davis
Judge Wallace Moore, conceding that
Jurors were deadlocked, declared a
mistrial yesterday in the murder-forhlre trial of Houston millionaire Cullen
Davis.
"Sure I'm disappointed," said
prosecutor Jack Strickland.
"We realised this was a possibility
when you get in a case as long and

drawn out as this one has been.
"BUT THEY UNDERESTIMATE
the seriousness with which we view our
responsibility. And if they're counting
on the state abdicating that responsibility and not seeking a retrial,
they're In for an unpleasant surprise.
"This has done nothing to shake my

faith in the integrity of the state's case.
They may have worn down some
members of the Jury, but they sure as
hell aren't going to wear us down."
Speaking for the defense, Dallas
attorney Phil Burleson said:
"It's obvious that the Jury did not
believe David McCrory and his lies
about the tapes.

"THIS JURY was very conscientious
in Its deliberations and should have
been discharged several days ago.
They should not have been put through
the torture of additional deliberations
since they were hung from early on,
"If the state is serious about retrying
tins case, well tee it up again after we
clear out our other dockets "

1616 E. WOOSTER ST.

WINTHROP TERRACE
APARTMENTS

BOWLING GREEN
7 A.M. - MIDNIGHT DAILY
10 A.M. -10 P.M. SUNDAY

Great Scot

SAN-A-PURE, SMALL OR LARGE CURD
12 oz.

COTTAGE CHEESE.. 55*

Now Leasing For Fall and Summer

MACARONI & CHEESE - TUNA NOODLE

STOUFFER
FROZEN ENTREE... 77*

I AND 2-BEDROOM APTS.
-FURNISHED AND
UNFURNISHED
SWIMMING POOL
-LAUNDRAMATS
TAKING APPLICATIONS NOW

10oz. MAXWELL HOUSE

ONE

CHOC. SANDWICH COOKIE, 19 oz.

PHONE: 352-9135
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8/16 oz. BARRELHEAD ROOTBEERIAND
AND
7-UP

88*
48*

plus tsx 4 deposit

12.5 oz. APPIAN WAY-PLAIN

PIZZA MIX
12 OZ. CREAMY & CRUNCHY
BUTTER

KITCHEN CREATIONS FROM
OUR DELI-BAKERY
BOILED HAM... lb

$279

JIF
RED DELICIOUS-5 lbs.

APPLES

PEANUT

79*

$H19

OHIO'S OWN

SWISS CHEESE... lb

$269

FRESH BAKED

FRENCH BREAD... loaf

59*

ITALIAN

HRS: 9-12,1-5 MON-FRI.
EVENINGS, BY APPT.

$ 19

OREO'S

FRESH SLICED-QENUINE

OFFICE: 400 NAPOLEON RD.

€#%OQ

INSTANT COFFEE..TO LIMIT

GENOA SALAMI... lb $399
GREAT SCOT'S FRESH * BAKED

JELLY-FILLED
DONUTS...

SEAWAY FROZEN

ORANGE
JUICE
12 oz. 0<

6/$149

MACARONI SALAD... lb 89*
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SIGMA CHI
ANNOUNCES
ITS WINTER OFFICERS:

A plua never hod It so good, m

PIZZAS SUBS
Fast Free Delivery
SOO»H644

352-5166

Salad

SM

Salad Bar

1.69

Homemade Soup lor the day (Chill 10c extra}... Small .SO

Salad Bar and Sm. Soup

2.19

Homemade Soup for the day (Chill 10c extra)

Salad Bar and Lg. Soup

Largo .10

2.39

Traveling Salad

1.9§

CORNER KITCHEN
183 S. Main (Downtown)
Hrs: Mon.-Fri.
7 A.M.-7:30 p"
Sat.

7 A.M.- 4 P.M.
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Campus calendar
Campus Calendar It a dally listing of campus events (makings,
lectures and .nt.rtainm.ntl provided as a sarvlot to readers
wunlass otherwise noted, all events listed .re tree and open.
Campus Calendar forms »rt available In the News office, 104
University Hall, 372 J00J. There Is no charge for submitting
listings to the section
TUIiOAY
Meltings
Environmental Inters! Oroup, 7:30 p.m., 127 Hayes Hall.
La Unlo da Estudlante Latino. 7:30 p.m.. Peacock Allay, Proof
Hall.
Women-a Lacrosse, 110 p.m., 110 North Oym. Mandatory practice
for those interested In competing In spring Intercollegiate
lacrosse.
P.nheii.nic Council, .p.m., Town Room, Union.
Lectures end Classes
Job Game Seminar, 11:X a.m.-13:30 p.m., 360 Student Services.
An assessment seminar will be held. Sponsored by University
Placement Services. Open to ell juniors, seniors and graduate

students.
Writing Skills Workshop, 7:30 p.m.. Study lounge. McDonald
EWAST. Deals with the organisation and development of essays.
Sponsored by Residence Life and the Writing Laboratory.
Accounting Help Session, 7:30 p.m., Ill Business Administration.
For accounting 231, 222 and 323 students. Sponsored by Bete Alpha
Pal.
Bntertalnmaat
Club Pool Swim, 10:30-11:30 a.m.. Student Pec Center. Open to ell
eligible to use the Center.
Cooper Pool Swim, 11:30a.m.1:30p.m., Student dec Center.
Club Swim, 1:30-4:30 p.m. .Student Rec Center.
Letln American Polk Singing, 4:30-6 p.m.. Peacock Lounge, Prout
Hall.
ACU-i College Bowl, 7:X p.m., Capital Room, Union. Sponsored
by U AO. Admission (1 with BOSU ID tor teem of four.
Recital, I p.m., Recital Hall. Music Building, David Malta and
Robert Moore will present a combined flute and bassoon recital.
BGSU Skate Club, •• 10 p.m., Ice Arena. Admission tl.50.
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Auditions: Community Suite
Registration: Capital Suite

Manufacturers of infinite food fare.
Get to know
Get to enjoy our BURGER FACTORY

Also at Cedar Point
Sal. Feb 10. Sat. Feb 17
minimum age 18
FOR OTHER AUDITION SITES
AND FURTHER INFORMATION
CONTACT: LIVE SHOWS

A top Toledo meat house prepares pure beef to our
rigid specifications—lean and fresh. We make
generous patties and keep them fresh so they're ready
to grill to your order the moment you come in. So
get ready to enjoy better burgers. Only at Samson's.
Single 39C-Double 69C—Triple 99C
Double-Double (4 patties) 1.29
Double-Triple (5 patties) 1.59
Triple-Triple (6 patties) 1.89
Fringe benefits at no extra charge:
Pickles, Onions, Relish, Mustard, Catsup,
Horseradish, Mayonnaise and Sour Cream.

CEIWOINT

OHIO
^**^»n^ SANDUSKY
SANDU!
9-626-0810

JANUARY CLEARANCE

SALE

Accessories: Bleu Cheese IOC—Swiss, Cheddar
or American Cheese 12C Mushrooms 25C—
Bacon 25C
2 DOUBLES

1.09

Now thru February 16
You'll also want to get acquainted with the
SUB FACTORY where there are eight delicious
varieties in two favorite sizes from 89* to 1.99.
Top off your Samson's Burgers and Subs with
the finest Chili around. Our famous "Cincinnati
Style" CHILI can be served in any of six
wonderful ways to please your palate.
From85C to 1.55.
Our complete menu also features GREEK HOT
DOGS and GYROS—plus Fresh French Fries,
Garlic Bread, Salads and Desserts.
BUFFET BREAKFAST
At Toledo stores from 8 a.m. to Noon Saturday
and Sunday. All you care to eat. Fruit,
scrambled eggs, fresh sausage, bacon, hash
brown potatoes, English muffins, preserves.
2.41
Toledo-1110 Loaker Rood and S7M Harare AT.HU.
Bowling Qreen-SlO East Wooeter Street

PIERCED EARRINGS

20 - 50 % OFF

(CHECK SALE TAGS)

GREEK LETTER EARRINGS

REG

$9.so NOW $4.75

D.G.S.U. CHARMS

30% OFF
MARK - DOWNS IN EVERY
DEPARTMENT

MON., TUES., WED., THUIV, 10-5=30
FRI. 10-fl SAT. 10-5
^oov

ie»e»e»e»«»e»«f>e»«f>e»ej

Your United Way Pledge Works For All of Us
Over to Community Chut an* fled Croaa Service Ceerera
n—a Your Ftlr Slur* Support

SCHOOLKIDS' RECORDS
now delivers
5-10 p.m.
Mon.-Sat.

TO ORDER
\

Call
352-4812

SIGN-UP ON WEDNESDAY
JANUARY U, AND
THURSDAY JANUARY »,
1979 FOR THE SCHEDULES
LISTED BELOW! Sign-up
for Don-f chool schedule*
(Business, Government,
Agencies and Graduate
Scboola) will be held on
We4bwidayiat7:3M:0e
«.m. In the FORUM of the
Student Services Building. A
School sign-up will be held on
Thursdays at 6:00-7:00 p.m.
In the FORUM of the Student
Services Building.
DATA SHEET MUST BE
TURNED IN AT THE TIME
OF SIGN-UP. IN ADDITION, STUDENTS MUST
TURN DO TWO
DATASHEETS (OR
RESUMES) TO
ESTABLISH A CREDENTIAL FILE OR THEY WILL
NOT BE ALLOWED TO
INTERVIEW.
SPECIAL NOTICE:
Requests for some type of
standardization In resumes
and data sheets have
prompted the University
Placement Services or
require candidates signing
up for Interviews to complete
and present at the time of
sign-up a STANDARD DATA
SHEET for each
organization with which heshe wishes to Interview.
BUSINESSES
Monday, February *. Wl
First Capital Communications Toledo, OH
SALES POSITIONS
The Reynolds & Reynolds
Co. Dayton, OH ELEC-

TRONIC DATA
PROCESSING: B-Comp.
Science or Bus. Adm. Mar.
grads.
United Telephone Co. Sidney, OH Jr. ACCT.-MGMT.:
B-M Acctg.
F.W. Woolworth Des
Plaines.ILMGMT.
TRAINEE: B-Mktg.orGen.
Bus., others interested.
Tuesday, February (, 1979
Alcan Sheet and Plate
Cleveland, OH ENTRY
LEVEL ACCTG.: B-Acctg.
June grads.
Bendix Executive Office
Southiield.MI INTERNAL
AUDITOR OR CORPORATE ACCOUNTANT:
B-Acctg. With the Internal
Auditor position, 100 percent
travel required.
Champion International
Stamford, CT Citizenship
required. COMPUTER
SCIENCE, BUS. ADM.: BSBA, positions located in
Hamilton, Ohio. BUS. ADM SALES: BS-BA BUS. ADM.SALES-MANUFAC. TECH.:
BS-BA ACCTG.: Blevel.
Horaewood Corp. Columbus,
OH SUPERINTENDENT:
B-M Bus. major.
Monsanto Research Corp.
Miamisburg, OH Citizenship
required PROGRAMMERANALYST: B-Computer
Science or Syit. major.
Moore Bus. Forms Sylvania,
OH DISTRICT SALES
REP.: Any major B-M.
O'Neil'sCo. Akron, OH
Citizenship required
EXECUTIVE TRAINEE: BMktg., Retailing, Fash.
Merch.

The Tlmken Co. Canton, OH
Citizenship required
Preferred majors: ACCTG.,
MATH, BUS. ADM.,
COMPUTER SCIENCE.
SCHOOLS
Cincinnati Public Schools
Cincinnati, OH Majors include : MATH, IND. ARTS,
COMPUTER SCI., SPECIAL
ED., VOC. ED., FOREIGN
LANG. I with English as
second teaching field),
ELEM ED. (with Reading or
Math Specialization),
ATHLETICS SUPERVISOR
(or other extra curricular
activities). B-M level.
Wednesday, February 7,1979
O'Neil'sCo. Akron, OH
Citizenship required.
EXECUTIVE TRAINEE: BMktg., Retailing, Faah.
Merch.
Hart, Shaffneri Marx
Chicago, IL MANUFACTURING SALES TRAINEE:
RETAILING POSITIONS ItJune grads.
Johnson & Johnson Baby
Products New Brunswick,
NJ RETAIL SALES REP.:
B-will consider any major
for sales mgmt. careers.
Xerox Corp. Rochester, NY
atlzenshlp required
MATERIALS MGMT.: BMat.Mgmt.
SCHOOLS
Cincinnati Public Schools
Cincinnati, OH Maw>rs include: MATH, IND. ARTS,
COMPUTER SCI., SPECIAL
ED„ VOC. ED„ FOREIGN
LANG. (with English at
second teaching field),
ELEM ED. (with Reading

okr Math Specialization),
ATHLETICS SUPERVISOR
(or other extra curricular
activities). B-M level.
Thursday, February *• WTI
J.L. Hudsons Co. Detroit, MI
ENTRY LEVEL MGMT.: BAll Bus. majors, Lib. Arts
majors with interest in and
experience In retail.
K-Mart Corp. Plymouth, MI
PROFESSIONAL RETAIL
MGMT.: Mar. k June grads.
Rike's Dept. Stores Dayton,
OH EXECUTIVE
TRAINEE: B-M all majors.
Standard Oil Co. Cleveland,
OH Citizenship required.
ACCTG: B-M Acctg. FIELD
AUDIT: B-Acctg. MAr and
June grads.
Touche Ron & Co Toledo,
OH STAFF ACCT.: B-M
acctg.
TRW-Replacement Div.
Cleveland, OH Citizenship
required. FIELD SALES
REP.: B-Mktg. COMPUTER
PROGRAMMER: B-Comp.
Set., Math.
York Steak House Systems,
Inc, San dusky, OH
MANAGER IN TRAINING:
B-Any major.
Friday, February 9,1979
Atlas Crankshaft Corp.
Fostoria.OH atlzenshlp
required PROGRAMMER
ANALYST: B-Info. Syst, or
Computer Sci. ADM. ASST.:
M-MBA
Wesunghouse Electric Corp.
Pittsburgh, PA atlzenshlp
required. FINANCIAL
MGMT. TRAINEE: BAcctg.
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LOST a POUND
Desperate I it's cold out a I need
my lackat. Rust "Chess King"
down lackat. Lost at Brathaus
Sat. Jan. a. Please return lackat
a ID'S to Chapman desk or 2.
4«76, No questions asked!
Need a home for beautiful Calico
cat found In snow Jo., 2-e7t3.
Pair brn. learner hiking boots
lost next to Harshman-Bromf laid
Frl. 1 12.372 37IS. Reward.
SIRVICBSOPPIRIO
Pregnancy Aid a Understanding 6MPA. 3529393 1 3520*20.
Expert typing. Raaaonabla
rates 352-7301.
Need
PHOTOGRAPHS?
SPECIAL
PRICES
for
STUDENTSI See us for portraits, paaaports a applications.
WEiSSBROO Studio, in Clay.
3332142.
PERSONALS
If 10,600 or more people sent you
twa er three Sellers through the
mall In exchange for some information, would you be
pfaasadt If sa, write far your
complimentary copy of ear
recently published Informative
report entitled "Achieving
Unlimited Wealth" and aae far
yourself hew easily this can be
dene.
PRESTIGE
PUBLICATIONS, Dept. 100-i,
P.O. Baa 6214 Heafherdowns
Statlen, Talade OH 43614.
(Kindly enclose 31 to cover
pottage and handling costs.)
TOM Get psyched this quarter

for secret rendezvous. Devious
exciting meetings ere planned
foryoulllNlckl.
The Billiard of 79 Is coming to
BO tomorrow night. So be reedy
to bleal your winter blues away I
The All campus billiard Bear
Bias) will storm Into BO on
January 23th-S PM In the
Commons.
Jolene, Bast Wishes on your
engagement I Love, Kris, Kathy,
Barb a Diana.
DOUBLE WASH 75cants
SINGLE WASH 50cants
KIRK'S700S. MAIN
Plsanello's discounts an all party
orders. Call 312-3166 far details.
LIBBEYOLASSWEAR
TUES. » WEDS. »■•
KIRK'S706S. MAIN.
21 yrs. old prulect .nglneer,
Christian marriage minded.
Monthly Income S2216. e. ka to
meet an attractive girl under 23
over 57". Sand latter 1 photo to:
157S6 Dupaga, Taylor, Mich.
4a1 ISO.
Orand Opeing In Peb. The
Newest Experience In BO Nile
Llte-UPTOWN.
Attention Social Work Club
Members-extra special meeting
Wed. Jan. 24, Dunbar dorm 2nd
floor lounge. 7.10pm. Bring
Winter dues. Info, Call Mercla.
3541774.
L-K, Wooeter St. Now open 24
hourslll
Cindy Happy Belated 21st Sir
thday Hope It was wild. XI Love
your sly Cathy.
Ron You lust wait. I'm so far

ahead you'll never catch upl I
Love You-Cathy.
Barb Glad the hunt Is over; I
couldn't have taken one more
penalty shotl XI love your little;
Cathy.
WANTED
1 or 1M, rmtea. needed for wtr. a
Spr. Close to campus. 3520545 or
152 0444.
P. rmte. needed for Spr. 4th St.
apt. 190-mo. Call Angle352-6241.
M. needs rmt. Immed. Avail.
thru June. Prvt. rm. prvt.
location. Call 353 3441 or 352-0054.
2 P. rmta. needed wtr. a Spr.
Qtrs. W0. Call 3521765 after 6pm.
P. rmta. needed Spr. otr.
Campus Manor Apte. Call 332.
66*2.
1 M. rmta. uses'ad Spr. Otr. I.
Merry SI. 333-1421.
Mala Roomate needed Call 3321433
HELP WANTED
Attention fresh., soph a some
lunlor males. Chance to meke
sizeable hrly. rate while doing
various photo ad outlays. Must
be open minded. Sand photo 4
tel no. to Bill Allen. 3343, I.
Lake Rd., Sheffield Lake OH
44054.
CORNER KITCHEN 113 S. Main.
Part time waiters, waitresses a
grill cooks. Apply in person.
Need talented bass guitar a
keyboard player for newly
formed group 352 4060 ask for
Jamie.

Now hiring full or pf time
closers. Apply in person Rt. 20Oak
Meed right
off
73.
Porrysburg, McDonalds.
Money-earn as much or aa little
ea you need or went. Contact
Doug Smith. 133-6131.
To work in our office 9:30-3:003:30.»:00. Students welcome. We
will train. Easy pleoeanf work.
Apply In person.iwvi N. Main.
upstairs above Centre Drug.
POO SALE
Lady's well made ski lackat a
pants, Ilka new. 340 or beat offer.
Mariana, 372-3411.
All channel BW portable TV. seo.
Brand new. 352 1143
Trans, or engine oil cooler.
I5"x17". New In box, S25.00 ■60x14 lira. 3 4 tread. 315.00. 332.
7470.
Hlgh-eHldeney hem tweeters.
400020,000 HZ. Handles 30 watts.
Like new. Pair 111.00.3327470.
POM RENT
THURSTIN MANOR APTS. AC
PULLY CARPTEO. CABLE
VISION. BPPIC. LAUNDRY
FACIL NOW LEASINO FOR
SUMMER
4
PALL,
4S1
THURSTIN. 353 5435.
Apt. to share. Own bedrm.
considred by BOSU to b* on.
campus housing. 3*0 mo. a gas a
ph. Call 337-4154.
House 4 bedrm. for 7 or S P.
students. Near campus. 4 ma
lease. 352 7345.
3 bedrm. apt. for 4 students.
Near campus. 9 or 12 mo. lease.
352 7365.
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Game was super, NBC wasn't
At halftlme of Sunday's Super Bowl, which for
once was aptly named, I turned to a friend and
said, "The best thing about NBC having to cover
this year's game is that It means CBS will cover it
next year."
I would have much preferred listening to CBS's
Pat Summerall and Tom Brookahlre than Curt
Gowdy. Summerall and Brookshire did make an
appearance; unfortunately, It was in the movie
that followed that night, "Black Sunday."
John Brodie and Merlin Olson are respectable,
but Gowdy has seen enough games to call it a
career and he (we) would be better off if that's
what he did.
BUT IT wasn't Just Gowdy, it was a bevy of
things that made an otherwise great game a long,
drawn out affair.
For one thing, four hours of pregame, even for
an avid football fan, is just too long.
Granted a few of the narrated films, such as the
one of the coaches, which featured footage and
audio of several head coaches on the sidelines,
including Cleveland's own Sam Rutigliano, were
interesting, but most of the hullaballoo was
tedious.
It was obvious from the matchup of Dallas and
Pittsburgh that this possibly would turn in to one
of the finest Super Bowls ever, which given some
of the past games might not have taken much. But
the NBC crew barely let the crowd settle In their
seats before they were proclaiming it the greatest
game ever played.

After the first quarter, which featured a turnover by both teams, Gowdy called it the "best
quarter of any Super Bowl."
AT HALFTIME as the teams ran off the Meld,
Dick Enberg said the Steeler fans were cheering
for their team's great half of play, and the Dallas
fans were equally as happy with their team's play.
At that point in the game, however, the Steders,
despite the closeness of the score, led by a big
margin in the statistics. Without the fumble
recovery and run for a touchdown by Dallas
linebacker Mike Hegmen, the game might have
been more lopsided.

Steve
Sadler
Dallas hadn't played poorly, but once again,
NBC was bound and determined that this would be
the greatest Super Bowl, even before it was.
That brings us to the half time show.
Sorry, I can't reiterate the whole show. I fell
asleep towards the end of It.
Besides trying to represent every country south
of the Mexican border, it ran much longer than a
normal halftlme show, nearly 45 minutes. Even
Olsen mentioned that it may have an effect on the
players.

THE GAME Itself ran for three-and-a-half
hours, which is longer than most games normally
last.
But the thing that may have bothered ma the
most was the big deal the NBC commentators
made about Jackie Smith's muffed paaa in the
endzone.
Granted the touchdown would nave tied the
score at 21-21 when Dallas had to settle for a field
goal Instead, but one play has never, never,
decided a game.
Who's to say. Pittsburgh might have ran the
ensuing klckoff back for a touchdown. It's impossible to sit back and analyze a game of this
magnitude on one play.
Yet NBC cameras continually loomed In on
Smith on the sidelines as if be was the villian.
Maybe they were hoping he was going to slash his
wrist or something.
I tend to think that maybe Terry Bradahaw's
passing had something to do with the outcome of
the game, too.
But, despite these flaws, the game was
definitely 'super' this time.
Pittsburgh is a deserving winner and Dallas is a
deserving runner-up. There Is no doubt these are
the two top teams in the NFL.
Too bad Summerall and Brookshire weren't
doing the real game, rather than the game In the
movie.

Ohio State upsets BG gymnasts
By Dave Lewandowskl
Staff Reporter
The race for the state gymnastics title is no
longer a two team contest between Bowling Green
and defending champion Kent State.
Ohio State has entered the picture and proved
itself a contender by defeating BG's women's
gymnasts 130.6-127.45. It was the first loss of the
season for the Falcons.
BG however, defeated Eastern Kentucky
(12S.75) and West Virginia (122.15) to raise their
record to 11-1.
BG COACH Charles Simpson contended that the

gymnasts are capable of beating OSU given a
neutral site.
"OSU was really up for the match," Simpson
said. "They had their own facilities and own
Judges. We are deeper though and as strong if not
stronger than OSU.''
Simpson said the gymnasts fared well in the
meet.
"We really came out better than I thought,"
Simpson said.
THE FALCONS defeated EKU, which a week
before overthrew nationally prominent Indiana.
Linda Baxter was the top performer for the
Falcons with a second-place finish in the all-

around competition. Baxter received a score of
32.9 for the meet. Baxter added runner-up spots In
the floor exercises with a score of 8.5 and the vault
with a 8.6 score.
Carol Brady picked up the other BG secondplace finish with a 8.7 in the uneven bars event
BG FAILED to place a gymnast in the top four
of the balance beam event and that hurt the
Falcons' scoring, according to Simpson.
The Falcons will tuneup for their Important
meet against Kent State in two weeks with a meet
against Kentucky this Saturday at 1:30 in the
North gym. BG has already defeated the Wildcats
in Lexington this year.

Dayton still in playoff
picture after win
DAYTON, Ohio (AP)-University of
Dayton players don't hesitate to stress the
Importance of their team's victory
Saturday over DePaul.
,"
"I thought personally if we didn't win we
would have trouble getting an NCAA
tournament bid eventually, " guard Jim
Parson said after the Flyers captured a 6384 overtime victory.
With 11 games remaining, it's still too
early to worry about being assured of a
bid, but a loss to DePaul coupled with a
one-point loss to Louisville would have
hurt Dayton's chances.

"IF WE hadn't won, I don't think we
could've gotten the bid unless we beat
someone like Notre Dame at their place,"
Parson said.
"It's important to beat an independent
school from the Midwest," said guard Paul
Zimmerman, whose free throws helped the
Flyers win and run their record to 13-3.
"Basically It's between us, DePaul and a
few other independents for a tournament
birth."
Dayton Coach Don Doncher put the
game's importance in simpler terms.
"This is a game of getting aa many on
the left side of the win-loss column as you

can," Doncher said. "That's the Independent school game. The big thing Is
it's another win...toward that 21 figureaad
into the big show.
Doncher has broken the season into
three parts, emphasizing that if his teas*
can go 7-3 in each portion that will add up
to 214 for the season. He figures that
should be good enough to land the Flyers In
the postseason tournament

DAYTON MET the 7-2 goal in the Brat
nine games and they are currently 6-1 in
the second portion of their schedule, with
home games coming up Wednesday
against Western Kentucky and Saturday
against Ashland.
Then they start the final stretch with
another home game against Miami.
"If we can win the next three, well be
sitting 16-3 going into the Notre Dame
game," Pazson said.
The Flyers play six of their final eight
games on the road, including visits to
Notre Dame and Temple as well as to
Cincinnati and Xavier.
"The month of February is going to be a
bear, but if we want to be s championship
team, we've got to be able to play a bear
schedule," said Zimmerman.

FOLLOW
FALCON BASKETBALL!
TWO BIG HOME GAMES
THIS WEEK
WEDNESDAY vs. C. MICHIGAN 7:30 P.M.
SATURDAY vs. E. MICHIGAN 7:30 P.M.

Riesen impressed despite 6th place finish
By Pat Wyland
Assistant Sports Editor
Although Bowling Green's wrestling team
finished sixth out of seven teams this weekend at
the Ohio State Invitational meet, Coach Pete
Riesen is pleased with his squad's performance.
"I was really impressed with the way our kids
wrestled," Riesen said. "They didn't back off
from anybody. By the time the tournament was
over, people had taken notice of our guys."
Host Ohio State took first place by racking up
155.25 points. Cleveland State finished second with
135.50 points, and Miami took third with 75.25.

Bowling Green managed 44.25 points.
Bowling Green's top performance was turned in
by senior co-captain Jay Liles who won two of his
three matches. After winning his first two matches by decisions, Liles was beaten 7-5 in the finals
of the 118 pound weight class.
"Jay was up against a kid who is strictly a
defensive wrestler," Riesen said. "Jay had to do
all the work. He got caught on a takedown in the
first period, and that wouldn't normally happen
one in fifty times. The kid Just feU into It.
"He's got to learn how to wrestle a guy like
that," Riesen continued. "The kid was strong and
smart and stayed on the defense the whole match."

Greg Westhb'ven finished third in the 142 weight
class, pinning three of bis five opponents.
"Greg did an outstanding Job," Riesen praised.
"He wrestled at 142 and he's staying there. It
makes him a better wrestler because he doesn't
have to lose that weight to get down. Well drop
John Ice down this week."
Heavyweight Brad Rossi posted s 3-2 mark to
finish fifth, and Milo Sanda was sixth in the ISO
pound division.
"We've got a lot of potential and we're Improving," Riesen said. "If things keep going the
way they have been, we're going to be a good
tournament by the time the MAC's gets here.''

He's not out of the Woodys yet
In Ms new position as coach of Ohio State, Earle
Bruce will want to move quickly into the
organization, filling the breach for his predecessor
with such consummate smoothness that people
will hardly know a change has taken place.
For instance, when he brings his team to the
Rose Bowl, mere are certain procedures he will be
expected to follow to keep the continuity going.
To begin with, he will have to select a practice
field in Southern California where he can be
assured of good security.
Security had such a priority with his
predecessor that he once hired an armed guard to
patrol the grounds. What instructions the guard
had never has been revealed, but some suspect
that If little kids were found trying to sneak under
the fence, the guard had orders to shoot.
It also Is possible that a daily password was
issued, and, failing to provide the right answer,
nlavers stood to be shot, too.
MR. BRUCE then must level an eye of suspicion
on Pasadena officials offering to chauffeur the
team to practice in luxury sedans. When they did
this one time to the former Ohio coach, he accused
them of trying to to soften his troops, and he
demanded a bus.
It then will be necessary for Bruce to impose
silence on his players once they arrive on the Rose
Bowl scene, allowing them to talk to the press only
when the coach is in the room.
Crossing the lobby one day, Brace's predecessor
spotted a player alone with a reporter. He
screamed at the kid:
"Tell him about little Red Ridinghood!"
In the event of rain. Bruce will want to request

the bands to stay oft the field because bandsmen
wear flat shoes that tend to tamp down the grass,
causing the playing surface to deteriorate.
Should Ohio State lose, it will be expected of the
coach, In the tradition of his office, to keep
newsmen waiting outside the locker room 58
minutes.
The last time Ohio visited Pasadena, the game
was covered by 600 Journalists of sorts, who had
come from as far away as Bangkok. One even
hailed from Hong Kong, but it wasn't determined
whether he had come to write or take the coach's
measurement for a 100 percent worsted.

Melvin
Durslau
Anyway, after keeping the folks waiting 56
minutes, Brace's predecessor finally emerged,
mumbled the sentences and vanished in a bus.
It will be advisable, to help its new coach fill the
Job adequately, for Ohio State to send Urn for a
refresher course at the Nikon plant in Tokyo.
There, he can study the structure of the camera
and draw a plan for Jamming it most deftly into
the eye of a photographer.
In a stroke suggesting something from the
martial arts, Brace's predecessor spotted a

photog on the field before a Rose Bowl game and,
with a swift move, had the guy landing on the run
at the eye doctor's.
Every time thereafter we saw John Newcombe
do the TV camera commercial, bringing the instrument close to his eye, the thought occurred be
had better stay the bell a way from Ohio State.
But having served as an assistant under the man
he succeeds, Bruce wont be unprepared for the
Job, which should produce no problems as long as
he finishes 10-1 and beats Michigan.
It is a fact, though, that two handicaps are
developing alien to Ohio State for the last decade,
: These handicaps are Michigan State and Purdue, suddenly rising from a long sleep to get uppity in the Big Ten.
Previously, the Ohio coach could start getting
ready for the Michigan game In September.
But Michigan State could be especially
dangerous, not only because Its material Is better,
but because of the very large hate It has developed
• for Onto State for having hollered police on East
Lansing recruiting activities.
The former coach of Ohio admitted frankly be
blew the whistle on Michigan State, which
proceeded to blow the whistle on him, too. But
Ohio State came out better, proof of which is It
wasn't banned from postseason games, but
Michigan State was.
And this, it developed, cost the Spartans the
Rose Bowl trip last New Year's.
So they don't figure to make the most loving
neighbor of the new Ohio coach, and now that they
are getting their hands on some players, their
presence could be objectionable.

Crenshaw wins rain-shortened Phoenix Open on final hole
(AP)-Ben Crenshaw salvaged a desperately
scrambling par-including 2 shots from the treason the final hole to preserve a 1-stroke victory
Monday in the weather-shortened, 54-hole Phoenix
Open Golf Tournament.
Crenshaw, who had staked himself to a 4-ahot
lead with a brilliant, 10-under-par 61 In Sunday's
second round, watched that margin dwindle
steadily in the face of a challenge by Jay Haas. He
had but a single shot in band going to the final hole
on the Phoenix Country Club course, a waterguarded par 5.

Crenshaw pulled his tee shot into the trees. His
second remained In the woods, but he threaded his
third through the trees to the putting surface. He
ran his first, long putt to within a foot of the cup
and tapped In for his first victory since 1977. This
one was secured on a final round of par 71 and a 199
total.
Play was rained out both Thursday and Friday
and tournament officials trimmed the format
from the regulation 73 holes to 54. It Is an official
victory, however.
The purse also was cut. from 3250,000 to $187,500.

Crenshaw's share was 333,750. Haas, a winner In
San Diego last year, put the pressure on Crenshaw
with a closing 68, including a birdie on the last
hole, and was second at 200.
Playing In front of Crenshaw, he could do
nothing but watch as Ben played the last hole.
"When he got his third on the green, and the way
he's been putting, well, I kind of liked his chances
then," Has said. He won $30,350.
Tom Kite, a teammate of Crenshaw's during
their college days- at the University of Tana,
blazed Into contention with a 63 and took third.

WE'RE STILL IN THE THICK OF THE MAC RACE. BE ON
HAND WHEN THE FALCONS ENTERTAIN TWO
MICHIGAN RIVALS IN ANDERSON ARENA.

TICKETS NOW ON SALE AT THE
MEMORIAL HALL TICKET OFFICE
(OPEN WEEKDAYS 9:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.)
Bench Reserved
Adult Gen. Admission
Student Gen. Admission

(ADVANCE SALE ONLY)

$4.00
$2.00
$1.50
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Falcon cagers
reverse the roles
By Dan Firestone
Assistant Sports Editor
ATHENS, O.-The situation was
Camiliar, but the result was different
this time.
There was Bowling Green's
IwsaUlisIl team holding a comfortable
11 point lead in the second half against
Ohio University. But as everyone
knows, the Falcons don't play well with
alead.
So Ohio slowly cut BG's lead, and
with 1:41 left it was the Bobcats that
were on top, 73-72.
Another lead blown and another close
defeat?
NOT THIS TIME. This time there
was no "BG choke" but rather It was
the Bobcats who felt tight around the
neck as they blew a chance to win in
regulation when Steve Skaggs' 10 foot
jumper bounced off the rim to send the
contest into overtime.
In overtime the Falcons fell behind
by four points, but Rosie Barnes
quickly changed things for BG.
The Junior co-captain rebounded the
second missed free throw by center
Hike Miday and scored to bring BG
within two. Barnes' most important
assist came a minute later when he hit
Mitch Kopystynsky for an easy layup.
Miday stole the ball back with 45
seconds left and when Barnes sunk a
Jumper from the foul line with two
seconds left, it was the Falcons turn to
celebrate with a 79-77 victory.
"It was a one-on-one play and time was
getting low. I had the ball so I let it go,"
Barnes said.
"I don't ever think we're going to
lose. You never let thoughts like that
come into your head or you will lose,"
he added.

WHILE BARNES' 22-point performance led the Falcons, a freshman"
named Marcus Newbern showed the
poise of a senior coming off the bench to
hit 18 in front of Ohio's largest crowd of
(he season of 7,120.
"I was kind of nervous at first but I
thought if I messed up I'd be out,"
Newbern said. "The coaches kept
telling me to go in and don't try to do it
all at once. Just take it step by step."
BG Coach John Weinert said, "I don't
believe in setting up one man (for the
final shot). They'll double your best
shooter. We went into a 1-4 stall and
took the shot anywhere we could."
"They had their two big guys, (Tim
Joyce and Steve Skaggs) on our
guards and I didn't think they could
stay with our guards.
"When we tost the lead I thought
'here we go again,' but they didn't
quit," Weinert said.
"WE KEEP telling our kids that we
only got one team to play everynight
ourselves. We have a tendency to beat
ourselves or we'd be 6-0.
"Not many teams get four down in
overtime at Ohio and win," he said.
Not many teams blow leads with the
consistency that Bowling Green does
either. The Falcons' 11-point lead had
evaporated down to one before Weinert
decided to call time out.
But if the Falcons had one major edge
over Ohio, it was the abiltiy of their
substitutes to come off the bench and
get into the flow to the game quickly
and contribute.
Foul shooting continued to plague
Bowling Green hitting Just 15 of 28 for 53
percent.
Bowling Green 105, 4-2 in the MidAmerican Conference, will host Central
Michigan, 10-5, 4-1, tomorrow at
Anderson Arena at 7:30 p.m.

Campy makes All-Star
RICHFIELD, Ohio (AP)-Artful
Cleveland Cavaliers forward Campy
Russell was selected by coaches
Monday to help round out the National
Basketball Assocaltion's Eastern
Conference All-Star team.
The starting five players for the Feb.
4 game at the Silverdome in Pontiac,
Mich., were selected by polling fans.
"I'm glad that I had a chance to make
the All-Star team. It's been a long time
coming for someone on this team," said
Russell, 27, a five-years NBA veteran.
Ironically, the Cavaliers placed a
player in the classic each year from
their birth by expansion in 1970 through
1974 as they struggled along as one of

the worst teams in pro basketball.
Cleveland barely missed the postseason
playoffs in 1975 and has made them
each of the last three seasons, but has
failed to produce an All-Star since
guard Austin Carr was selected in 1974.
The 6-f oot-8 Russell has averaged 22.3
points a game this season and is ranked
18th in the NBA in scoring.
"It probably won't hit me until the
day of the game. As to what it means,
right now I Just feel I'm one of the 22
best players in the league," Russell
said.
The game has even more significance
for Russell since he grew up in Pontiac
and played high school basketball there.

Notre Dome tops poll
NEW YORK (AP)-Notre Dame, last-second victories over Atlantic
impressive winners over Lafayette, Coast Conference-rivals North Carolina
San Francisco and South Carolina last State, 7049, and Maryland, 54-53.
week, retained the No. 1 ranking in the
Associated Press college basketball
Indiana State, the only major unpoll Monday.
beaten team in the country, continued
The Fighting Irish, sporting an 11-1 its rise to the top, moving into third
record this season, collected 49 of 58 place with the remaining two firstfirst-place votes and 1,150 points in place votes and 933 points. The
balloting by a nationwide panel of sport Sycamores, who were unranked In the
writers and broadcasters, easily out- preseason poll, are 16-0 this season.
distancing runner-up North Carolina.
Michigan State, which held the No.l
The Tar Heels, who corraled seven ranking two weeks ago before being
first-place votes and 1,099 points, didn't upset by Illinois and Purdue, was No.4
take the easy road last week, posting this week with 892 points.

Women swimmers
enjoy weekend
pool, Jami Segrist and Bujorian were
the double event winners. Segrist swam
the 100 yard fly in 1:01.55 and the 50
yard fly in 28.51. Bujorian set two
Bowling Green's women swimmers Bowling Green varsity records by
took first place in every event Friday taking first place in the 100 yard
night at Western Michigan, and freestyle (M.06) and the 100 yard inreturned home Saturday to win all but dividual medley (1:02.50).
two events against Ball State and
Stubbs said he was especially pleased
Central Michigan. The Falcons with the performances turned in by the
destroyed Western Michigan, 103-28, BG breaststrokers. Holly Oberlin
Ball State, 111-20, and Central turned in the best time of her career
Michigan, 97-34.
with a 1:14.48 first-place finish in the
The weekend demolition upped the 100 yard breaststroke. Oberlin set a
ladies' record to 5-1.
varsity record in the 50-yard breast"We knew going into the meets that stroke Saturday with a time of 33.10,
these teams were not anywhere near and Donna Rosenbauer took two
oar level," Coach Tom Stubbs said.
seconds off of her best time with a
"That gives us the opportunity to try 1:13.32.
people out in different events."
"The girls have to have the drive and
Against Western, Cathy Bujorian and
incentive to get their tunes down,"
Mary Jane Harrison each won two
Stubbs said of the motivation needed
events. Bujorian finished first in the 100 for the weekend. "Times are what
yard backtroke (1:14.48) and 500 yard
freestyle (5:28.38), while Harrison we're looking at. Hopefully, we'll get
some times that will qualify for
picked up ftrat in the one meter (2a».49)
nationals. Against some of the weaker
and three meter (237.45) diving.
teams, the girls can go out and swim
their event and not worry about the
IN THEIR first meet at BG's Cooper
next event of the meet"
By Hat Hyland
Assistant Sports Editor

News Photo ByDaveftyan

ROSIE DEFENSE-Falcon Junior guard Rosie Barnes (18) attempts to
block a pass by an Ohio University player during Saturday's game won
by BG 79-77 In overtime. Barnes scored 22 points including a clutch shot in

the overtime period to give the Falcons their fourth Mid-American
Conference win In six games. BG hosts Central Michigan In a MAC game
tomorrow evening.

BG club hockey team rolling
By John Dumford
While Falcon hockey fans have been
raving over the varsity team's win
streak and number one ranking
recently, the club hockey team has
accumulated an Impressive record
themselves.
For the first time in seven years, the
Falcon clubbers scored back-to-back
shutout victories, winning 5-0 over the
Northwood
Institute
of
Technology) NTT) Friday night and M
over Calvin College Saturday night.
The victories gave the clubbers 14
wins in their last 15 games and ran their
season's ledger to 17-3. The 17 victories
ties a club team record for most wins in

a season.

On Friday night, the line of Dave
Phiel, Doug Olson, and Robbie
Williams provided most of the scoring
in the win over NIT in Midland,
Michigan.
Phiel had two goals and Olson added
another as the line picked up three of
the five goals In the game. Mike Securo
and Scott Lovaas each added a goal to
complete the scoring.
Goalie Mark Mazur preserved the
shutout with 18 saves.
The Falcons traveled to Grand
Rapids on Saturday and had little
trouble putting away Calvin College,
outshooting them 57 to 20.

Doug Olson was first star of the game weekend.
Two defensemen lead Walsh's
with a hat trick. Jim May and Cliff
Wegener scored two goals apiece while Falcons in scoring thus far this season.
Jim Brown and Scott Brown each had a Mike Securo has 10 goals and 29 assists
goal.
for 39 points, while Mark Kendrachuk,
Mazur and Dwight Smith stopped 20 a transfer from St. Louis, has six goals
and 32 assists for 38 points.
shots on goal for the shutout.
Last year's leading scorer Glen Petit
The line of Phiel, Williams, and Olson
came out of a slump with four assists in are next with 38,30, and 28 points
respectively.
the game.
Coach Shawn Walsh was pleased
Walsh also credited goalie Mark
with the Falcon's performance, Mazur with some "strong goaltending
all year." Mazur has allowed 3.46 goals
especially defensively.
"I'm always telling my players to per game.
The club team's next game is Friday
play tough defense and the goals will
take care of themselves," Walsh said. " afternoon, February 2, at 2:00 against
We played excellent defense all the Flint Icelanders.

Women cagers routed twice
By Doug BaIT
There is one thing you could say
about the play of the women's
basketball team last weekend-it was
consistent.
But, it's not the type of consistency
that Bowling Green Coach Kathy Bole
Is looking for. The women cagers were
buried 73-44 by Youngstown State
Friday night and 76-42 by Kent State the
next afternoon.

"HEIGHT and strength intimidated
us at Youngstown State, and we Just
didn't have much left for Kent State,"
Bole said.
Against Youngstown, 7-0, BG faced
an extremely big and powerful team.
The Penguins ran up a 49-22 halftime
lead and coasted the rest of the way.
Youngstown outrebounded BG 51-36
and they outshot the Falcons from the
field 47 percent to 31 percent. Charissa

Ryan only men's
track winner
By Dan Firestone
Assistant Sports Editor
Kevin Ryan was the Bowling Green's
tone champion at the Eastern Michigan
Invitational with a victory in the 1500meter race Saturday in Ypsilanti,
Mich.
The Falcon senior posted a 3:51.4 to
win in BG's second indoor track meet of
the season.
Michel Raymond placed second in the
long jump with a leap of 21 feet 8 inches.
Joe Ritter's triple Jump of 46-5% took
third place.

Rich Hutchinson and Ryan to take third
in the two-mile relay.
"We utilized this meet to find out
about some of our people. The results
were pleasing. We found a few competitors who will help in the long run,"
BG Coach Mel Brodt said.

Brodt said the Falcons got good effort
from their freshmen Oliver Haiston,
Mark Vermillion, Mark Mehwald and
TomDowell.
"I think Pete Murtaugh ran the best
two mile in his life (9:07.3). He's been
training right through since cross
country. He hasn't let himself go,"
THE DISTANCE medley team with Brodt said. "All around, things look a
Holgar Hille, Ivor Emmanuel, Steve little better than last year at this time."
Housley and Bob Lunn finished third at
Bowling Green will travel to Notre
10:01. Hille and Housley combined with Dame Saturday.

BG tracksters behind
For Pat Brett and her Bowling
Greeen women's track team, it's not
whether they win or toae-lt's they play
a game.
Although the Falcons failed to place
anyone in the finals of their Invitational
meet at Ohio State this weekend, Brett,
the BG coach, was just glad they
started the season.
Brett said the Falcons are "four
weeks behind" their opponents at
Columbus-Ohio State, Michigan State
and Perm State, among others.
WE MET SOME of the best teams in

this part of the country," she said.
"With the teams there I knew we
wouldn't be at the top of the meet."
However, she said, "It gives us an
idea of what we need to compete."
Brett said It's hard to judge her team
on just their work in the Ice Arena-the
only place the team can practice.
She praised the Falcons that made
the semlfinals-Pam Koeth (shot put),
Carol Hurah (long Jump), Jenny
Thornton (400 meters), Dawn Noel (80
meter hurdles), Holly Maurice (80
meter dash) and Joy Clawson (1800
meter relay).-LAMMER8

Urbano was the lone bright spot for the
Falcons, now 1-7. She hit 10 of 16 shots
for 20 points. She also tied Kristi
Gordon for the rebounding lead with
eight
"THE SECOND half against
Youngstown State was the most
aggressive 20 minutes we have played,
but it took its toll against Kent State,"
Bole said.
The next afternoon, Kent State broke
away fast, leading 17-2 before the

Falcons had time to break a sweat.
Once again BG was beaten badly on the
boards, this time 55-29.
TONI SHERMAN was the only double
figure scorer for the Falcons, as she hit
for 10 points and Michelle Stevens
added nine.
"I was disappointed in the scoring
margins, but I feel we are improving,"
the first year coach said. "We knew the
first few games would be difficult."
Kent is now 12-4.

leers maintain 1st
For the second consecutive week,
Bowling Green's hockey team has been
ranked first in the nation by the WMPLcoachespoll.
The Falcons received 91 points and
eight first-place votes from the 10
coaches. That's slight improvement
from last week's 90 points and seven
first-place votes.
North Dakota, second, and Minnesota-Duluth, fourth, split the other
two votes.
North Dakota, last week's third team,
went to second with 89 points after
winning two games this weekend and
taking the lead in the Western
Collegiate Hockey Association.
MINNESOTA, dropped from second
to third with 77 points following a split
of their two games.
Minnesota-Duluth
took
sole
possession of fourth place after being
tied for the spot. They defeated
Colorado College twice this weekend.
The rest of the poll went in this order:
Boston U., Dartmouth, Michigan Tech,
Ohio State, New Hampshire, Vermont
and Cornell. The last three teams tied
for the ninth spot.
OHIO STATE, eighth, made the poll
for the first time since before Christmas. With the appearance of the
Buckeyes in the rankings, the Falcons
are 7-1 against the top ten teams.
The poll is sponsored by radio station
WMPL in Hancock, Mich.
The NCAA poll, which last week had
the Falcons fifth, comes out every two
weeks.
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